CIRCULAR

Sub:- General Education - Package - Clarification - reg.
Ref:- (1) G.O.(P) No.199/11/G.Edn dated 01.10.11

As per the package all appointments made till 31.03.2011 has been approved subject to certain conditions and the list of teachers thus benefiting has already been finalized. It was also mentioned in the package that all appointments made on or after 01.06.2011 shall be treated as daily wages only. However subsequently it was clarified that even appointments made after 01.06.2011 can be approved provided the same was made against regular vacancies caused due to death, retirement, resignation, promotion and leave exceeding 8 months.

However subsequently it came to Government's notice that such vacancies in uneconomic schools have also been filled and approval given. In certain cases Educational Officers had continued to treat appointments made in uneconomic schools on daily wage basis only. In view of this government clarifies that in all uneconomic schools also the staff fixation of 2010-11 shall be followed. However if vacancies in these schools due to death, retirement, resignation, promotion or
transfer and leave exceeding 8 months have occurred and fresh hands were posted there, then these teachers will be considered as daily wages only. Director of Public Instruction will conduct a review of such appointments and approve on regular basis the appointments which come within the minimum strength required in such schools (i.e. one teacher for each division including Head Master). In case any teacher has been appointed in excess of this, such teachers shall be treated as approved on daily wages and shifted to list of retrenched teachers. As and when such retrenched teachers complete training they shall be deployed from the teachers bank to schools and regular approval given.

M.SIVASANKAR
Secretary to Government
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The Director of Public Instructions, Thiruvananthapuram
All the Deputy Directors of Education
All the District Educational Officers through the DPI
All the Assistant Educational Officers
The Executive Director IT @ School, Thiruvananthapuram.
All Sections / Officers in the General Education Department
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